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About This Game

Originally developed by Digital Pictures in 1987 and released in 1992, Night Trap has been completely rebuilt, bringing it to a
level of video quality never before seen.

Night Trap tells the story of five teenage girls spending the weekend at the Martin home. As a member of the Special Control
Attack Team, your job is to monitor the home and protect the girls using an intricate system of cameras and traps as it is being

invaded by vampires.

Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition also includes new features such as deleted scenes, two documentaries, the all-new
Theater that allows you to watch all story-related videos uninterrupted, a new mode with online functionality called Survivor that

will test your skills at trapping intruders and behind the scenes production images. For the first time ever, the unreleased
prototype Scene Of The Crime will be fully playable and included with Night Trap - 25th Anniversary Edition.
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This movie makes your insides smile. Wait, that sounds painful.... There are a couple things to like about the game, but there are
a few things that I really did not like. Overall, I did not find the first ninety-minutes enjoyable. Truly, the quality here does not
feel like a $10 RPG, with no voice acting, limited music loops, poor dialogue writing, and unfortunate level design challenges.

The game is a mix of platformer with not-great floaty-jump controls, and an RPG with dialogue that is terribly cliche. The
designers wrote their own game engine, which - yeah - that's great, but it maybe took away from the rest of the effort. This is
obviously a passion project for some young game developers, who used their chat-aliases in the game credits, so I feel awful poo-
poo'ing their efforts. I just feel compelled to say that there are some exceptional $10 RPGs on steam, and Cendric does not
compel me to play it over the other titles gathering dust in my library.

I tried Cendric with an old ubuntu linux computer with radeon mesa graphic drivers. Cendric had a lightning-fast load time, for
one thing, but I had a lot of problems with the gamepad controller.. Gameplay: Decent, but nothing you cannot find in other
games.
Controls\/Interface: Over-simplistic and buggy.
Story: Bootlicking.
Spoiler: The "big bad" is a leftist refugee.
"This is the Police" does it better.. This game taught me alot about life. It taught me about the rough daily lives of police men
who are keeping our country safe, who come home to see their wifes in bed with another man. Take to a big adventure and
countless hours of fun, playing as a dog, police man (husband), cheater, or wife. This game offers lots of vengeance and could
very easily be a $60 10\/10 game. My experience with this game has been unlike any other. Now i have played big title games
like Dark Souls and Call of Duty, but none of them seem to match this. The adrenaline rush from playing the cheater, to the
hatred of being a police trying to hunt down the cheater. If you do not already know this game is a 4 player multiplayer game.
The wife and the cheater work together and the police and the dog work together also. The cheater is supposed to sneak around
the big house finding his pants and his shirt, the wife uses communication or marks clothes or items like tazers that the cheater
can pick up. The police and his dog are trying to hunt down the cheater and might have to punch the wife if she gets in his way.
The cheater can pick up items like a tazer to taze the police to buy him some time and the police can do the same back but he
would then punch the cheater to death. Once the cheater has collected all of his clothes he must need to find a key to unlock the
front gate or a hidden door in the basement. The wife can find pepper spray around the house and pepper spray the police to get
him off of the cheater and buy him more time. The dog can pee or poop around the house as traps for the cheater, he can slip on
them stopping him from moving and letting the police catch and maybe kill him. Now let me stop bragging and explaining the
game. Get out there and enjoy countless hours of fun with your friends or just some random people!!!!!!
Thank you. THE COLORS.;. This is a conditional recommendation.

La Peri is a visually impressive experience, with a small but engaging inteactive component. It's experiencing a new form of
"Art" rather than playing a game. It's very short - about 15 minutes. I'm not sure it's worth the money they are asking for it - get
it on sale if you can; but it is thouroughly enjoyable, and something that should be in your library as a demo for friends to
introduce them to what it feels like to be in VR, in a non-stressfull situation.. This game is a complete trainwreck that does
everything wrong. It controls poorly, has bad graphics for 2010, terrible music, horrible voice acting, lousy gunplay, and floaty
vehicle physics. If you want a hunting game that will provide any semblence of realism don't even bother. Try "theHunter: Call
of the Wild" instead. The reason that I recommend this game is because it is hilariously bad. I have had around 70 minutes
worths of laughs out of this game spanning the year or so I have owned it and I'm sure it will provide more the longer I own it. It
is the one game that I can honestly say makes me laugh just downloading it despite having downloaded it 6 or 7 times before. If
it is on sale for around $1.50 I'd say pick it up as it is well worth that price.. I love this game the visual and audio is stunning and
the plot is craving but there is one thing wrong. I can't buy the soudtrack.\ud83d\udd0a. Just finished this and thoroughly
enjoyed it. What an inspiring look at the reality of making games. Just wish there was more! Super Game Jam 2?
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Poor hit detection
Low qualiy UI
Out of place tower defense mechanics
Clunky Sword models
Swords disappear and stop detecting hits when somewhat close to you

This is very unfinished and not worth $20. While it isnt as good as the BIT.TRIP series, the game itself is pretty decent. The
reason I do not recommend this game is because if you dont have this "Intel RealSense" then you have to play with a controller...
and you can immediatly feel that this game wasnt designed for a 360 controller. My thumbs hurt after playing for just a couple
of minutes. I have seen a demo with the "RealSense" tech, and it looked alot much more fun and easier to control.

TLDR: Even though the game is pretty cool, if you dont have Intel RealSense, then it is a real pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to play
because of the controls.. A casual upgrade-until-you-win game where you start as the landlord (literally the devil) of four
apartments, get tenants (monsters) to earn money, spend the money on furnishings to satisfy tenants (and unlock stronger tenant-
types), and get tenants who are around to fend off invaders (human heroes). No real plot or story, only a few recurring enemies.

There are four 'phases' of the game, starting with one floor (of four apartments) and expanding until you end up with four
floors. There's a marked increase in difficulty (enemy power) each time you expand and build another floor. There are only a
certain amount of missions that you can do in each phase so you'll almost always end up grinding for gold on the single
repeatable generic mission they give right before an expansion (unless you did enough grinding before for stronger tenants).

The more you spend on room furnishings, the more rent you can charge. However, it feels like most will eventually go into debt
if you push it anywhere close to 50%. 'This room rocks' just has to do with their satisfaction gain/loss from furnishings and
doesn't mean they can actually pay that amount regularly. The thing about debt is that they get depressed and it feels like the
debt can easily snowball or lead to them running away. I couldn't be bothered with micromanaging/optimizing the rent so I kept
rent pretty low (enough so I rarely had to bother with debt) and had to gain money through mission grinding and tenants that
were better off.

You want your tenants to be strong enough to fight off invaders but it has a messed up (morally) stat upgrade system. Children
(once grown up) have better stats than their parents. But the problem is that only 3 characters can stay in a room. There are two
main approaches if you want stronger tenants (that are also achievements if you only do one approach). The first way is to keep
evicting the parents so that the younger generation can raise their own children (and repeat for many generations). The second is
to force the parents to lose battles and perish to open up the space.

It's hard to find an alternative while keeping the game simple. Maybe they could have had it cycle through the family and the
parents retire to someplace safer and leave the apartment when the children grow up. Children grow up pretty quickly so I could
see the parents age just as quickly. Of course, you do play as the devil, so...

Alternatively, you could skip all that (keeping tenants for a long time very rarely lets them see a job promotion for a little higher
pay) and try to get by with unlocking stronger tenants. However, I don't think their base stats are great enough that you can
completely ignore the other methods. You'd probably be giving up quality for quantity and be forced to sacrifice several tenants
per strong enemy anyway (and be forced a little into the second method).

The general way to play is to get tenants, do missions (invite enemy heroes to fight) for gold, spend gold on furnishings to make
tenants happy/indirectly stronger, repeat. If missions are too hard, grind/wait for gold and either wait for your reputation to go
up to unlock stronger tenants or wait for tenants to fall in love, have children and do the generational stat-boost.

Worth a look if you like upgrade-until-you-win, grinding games with simple mechanics.

Other thoughts:

I would've liked a 5x+ speed option. I spent a lot of time at 3x speed, doing something else while I waited for gold to
accumulate (not unlike a clicker). Unfortunately, there's no option to keep it running in the background (it would be nice
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to just switch back when the music changes for an event, possibly with auto-pause).

Because the trade-in value of furnishings is always half of what you pay, it feels better to skip tiers of upgrades when
possible. However, that means idling for daily rent and the repeatable mission grind. For example, the Tier 4 (of 6) bed
is 800g but that's a few days of gold. Of course, there are some types of furniture with Tiers that are obviously tailored
to specific creature types but I don't think things like beds are one of them. You could buy incrementally what the
residents ask for but it feels so much more efficient to just save up and buy big. And you need days to pass by anyway in
order to gain reputation (to unlock new types).

It would be nice if they better explained the mechanics of furniture of the game. It mixes in actual information with
fluff in the item descriptions. I believe better beds restore more HP when sleeping, better kitchen things restore more
HP when eating, certain ones mention training stats, hobby items make them stay home to defend the complex more
often, and other things raise resident satisfaction and creature type attraction.

It seems from the description text that exercise equipment boost either attack or defense, depending on the item. Does
that mean you should buy both the Tier 4 for offense and Tier 6 for defense?

Does buying unnecessary things add useless actions to the seemingly random pool of actions a tenant can do? For
example, a bookshelf (increasing magic power) for a physical damage type seems useless on its own. But would it also
waste time using it (so that it's better off not buying it at all)?

Sometimes certain furniture are required for jobs (according to the 'gimme' text) so you should check once in a while.

It feels like if there are too many battles (you do too many missions or get unlucky with a random encounter), residents
who want to go to work keep getting forced back into their rooms because of the fight. I assume that means they don't
earn gold that day and might go into debt from rent.

The best abyssal creature has an additional requirement that the others don't. Like the other types, they'll only show up if
their type-respect/love is high enough but abyssals require altars to raise respect/love. This means you need about 6
rooms of the worst abyssal with altars if you want the best one to be in the tenant applicant pool (and for existing ones to
find a partner).

3g/day is too much for some apparently. Is savings not a thing or is the pay from their jobs that bad/inconsistent (or did I
rush through too many missions and they were the only apartment to get unlucky)?

. Okay object finding puzzle games. The puzzles are not very varied and the objects often have the same problems as the first
Midnight Mystery game (i.e. often they are placed, sized or colored very illogically). The dialogue between the two main
characters is amusing, but game drags on for a bit too long (if there had been more variation to the puzzles this would not have
been a problem).. Superb atmosphere, level design, and audio. I never thought that it pulled any cheap punches, none of the
scares were cheap or random. The scary moments were either well deserved or you knew it was coming but didn't know when.

During my play, I really enjoyed both the ambient soundtrack and sound fx, but it was the silence that really surprised me. I
haven't seen many games take advantage of not having any music playing, its just you and your footsteps and.....well, you'll find
out. :)

I recommend this. Well polished, great atmosphere. A bit short, but it wasn't that expensive of a game. I do have some technical
issues that I think the developer could use to improve some instances of gameplay, but unless they contact me I won't waste
anyone's time going through them here.

I recommend this. You won't regret it.. Chaned review to not recommended 8\/14\/16-game abandoned. fantastic vn, highly
reccomended. The game doesnt really have a meaning to it as a FPS u aim for some kinda goal this is just shoot kill repeat an
thats it you don't earn a thing. I guess if you dont own the new stuff out there this would do you good. For me id rather let it
collect dust. 2\/10. One of, if not the, best FMV games ever made. Incredibly entertaining, very accessible, and appealing to
both experienced mystery gamers and casuals alike (due to hint system, etc.)
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Brilliant. Can't wait for sequel.
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